A combined long-term investment of the major Swedish vehicle manufacturers, KTH Royal Institute of Technology, and the Swedish Energy Agency (Energimyndigheten)

CCGEx is the flagship of Swedish automotive research within gas exchange processes, turbocharging and thermal management, actively collaborating with several top-universities (e.g. Lund University, Chalmers, UP Valencia, PoliMi, TU Berlin) and leading organizations in industry (Scania AB, Volvo Cars, Volvo GTT, BorgWarner TS, Wärtsilä).

CCGEx invites you to a social inspirational meeting, which promotes gender equality and diversity and facilitates contact with successful professionals from Industry and Academia.

**Purpose:** to get a complete perspective on the exciting career possibilities as engineer.

**When:** May 15th, kl. 11:00 – 13:00

**Where:** South East Gallery, KTH Main Library Osquars Backe 31